Model 9

Center Draft Kerosene Mantle Lamp—Exploded Parts Diagram

Kone Kap Mantle
- Contains burner cone
  Fits Galleries: 3-11
  Replacement: N146 No longer available; use R150 mantle with adapter N146A

Heel-less Gallery
  Fits Burners: 7-11
  Replacement: No longer available

Thimble Generator (Flame Spreader)
  With baffle
  Fits Burners: 7-11
  Replacement: No longer available

Outer Wick Tube/ Air Distributor
  5 rows of holes: 9/11 slightly taller than the 10 and top flange is 2-piece instead of 1
  Fits Burners: 7-11
  Replacement: No longer available

Burner Basket
  2 1/16” threads
  Fits Lamps: 7-12
  Replacement: No longer available

Center Draft Lamp Font
Air enters the lamp via holes in the lamp foot and then travels up the inner tube that extends through the font bowl to become part of the burner.

Heel-less Ball-Style Chimney
  - Crest Logo
  12 1/2” H x 2” top OD x 2 5/8” bottom OD
  Fits Galleries: 1-11
  Replacement: No longer available; use Standard 12.5” 100004908 or High Output 15.5” 100006743
  Note: base diameter may be slightly larger than original - if gallery tabs can’t be widened, the fit may be too tight or may not fit at all

1” Wick Cleaner (Trimmer)
- Fits Wicks: Works for all 1” Aladdin
  Replacement: R111

Holes in wick raiser arms attach over the 2 buttons on the sides

1” Tubular Wick
- Early: unreinforced, Late: reinforced
  7 1/2” ID x 1 1/8” OD, 1 1/2” L
  Fits Burners: 9-12; will fit Models 1-8 if paper and tabs are removed
  Replacement: N198

Wick Raiser
  - Mounts into burner bottom; early: like 8 w/ carrier for unreinforced wick
  2 1/16” H x 7/8” OD
  Fits Burners: 7-11
  Replacement: No longer available

UK Import 1920-1922
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Simply Brilliant™
“Light where you want it – When you want it – Without the need for electricity.”
That’s the magic of Aladdin!
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